
Statement of Cooperation

Roles and Responsibilities between the NOAA Fisheries Service and U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service Concerning Implementation of the Endangered Species Act for

Anadromous Atlantic Salmon

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and NOAA Fisheries Service (lr{ational
Marine Fisheries Service or NMFS) jointly administer the Endangered Species Act
(ESA) as it applies to anadromous Atlantic salmon. Iu.2006,the USFWS Region 5 and
NOAA Fisheries Northeast Region (NER) entered into an agreement (Statemãnt of
Cooperation) to divide responsibility for ESA implementation with respect to Atlantic
salmon in order to enhance efficiency and effectiveness. Experience implementing the
agreement, changes in the structure of the recovery program, and potential increases in
workload should the listing be expanded call for the 2006 agreement to be revised. This
revised agreement addresses workload allocation, cooperation, disagreement resolution,
and elevation and aims to clarify roles, responsibilities, and procedures to avoid
duplication, improve coordination, and facilitate decision-making.

Workload Allocation

ESA implementation related to Atlantic salmon includes listing; critical habilat
designation; recovery planning; section 7 consultation; recovery permitting; incidental
take permitting; and recovery implementation (hatchery operations, research, population
assessment, etc.). These actions are carried out by multiple offices of NMFS (the
regional ofÍice in Gloucester, MA; the Northeast Fisheries Science Center in'Woods
Hole, MA; and the joint research and management office in Orono, Maine) and the
USFWS (the Region 5 office in Hadley, MA; the Maine Field Office in Old Town, ME;
the Gulf of Maine Office in Falmouth, ME; the Northeast Fishery Center in Lamar, pA;
and the Maine Fisheries Resource Office in Orland, ME).

Given the large number of actions and large number of offices involved in Atlantic
salmon conservation, careful allocation of workload is essential to maximize efficiency
and effectiveness, Existing communication and coordination has and will continue to
facilitate implementation of the overall recovery program for the species. Workload
allocation decisions take into account agency authorities, expertise, and capacity.

Joint Actions

Listing
The Services will continue to work cooperatively to develop a final determination on the
proposal to expand the GOM DPS. NMFS will have responsibility for publication of the
final determination in the Federal Register.

Salmon Recover)r Framework
The Services will continue to work jointly and cooperatively with the State of Maine
Department of Marine Resources and the Penobscot Indian Nation in developing the



biologically based Atlantic Salmon Recovery Framework. Staff from all four
organizations chair and participate on Action Teams.

Recover)¡ Plan Implementation Oversieht
The Services, in full collaboration with the State of Maine, will be responsible for plan
implementation oversight including holding annual public meetings to ensure an open
and transparent approach to recovery implementation and to seek input from
stakeholders.

Recoerition of Tribal Rights
USFV/S and NMFS have tribal trust responsibilities and will work jointly with the tribes
to identify and address issues of concern and to seek and implement oppórtunities for
cooperative conservation.

Joint Actions with Lead Assigned

Recoverv Plannins
If a final determination is made to list an expanded GOM DPS, USFWS will be the
administrative lead for the development of a new recovery plan as described later in this
agreement' USFV/S will integrate information from the current Recovery Plan, the
Listing and Critical Habitat rules, and the Recovery Framework to form the basis for the
recovery plan.

Actions with Single Agency Responsibitity

Critical Habitat
NMFS will be responsible for making a ftnal determination regarding critical habitat
designation, p¡eparing all associated documentation, reviewing and responding to all
public comments, and publishing the final determination in thð FederaiRegistãr.
USFWS may review if requested to do so by NMFS.

Section 1

USFV/S will have responsibility for issuing section 10 recovery permits. Annual reports
under section 10 permits will be provided by each permittee and copies will be provided
to NMFS for review and comment as part of the USFV/S annual t.ui.* pro""r.. Th.
USFWS will work with permittees on methods to quantify and monitor take for renewal
of existing and issuance of new permits.

0 Habi ation Inci
It is expected that HCPs will cover activities in freshwater, perhaps including agriculture,
forestry, and activities conducted or authorized,by Maine Dèpartment of Inland Fisheries
and Wildlife. Therefore, USFWS will have the lead for working with interested entities
in development of habitat conservation plans (HCPs) and for issuing section l0 incidental
take permits for all activities in freshwater except for dams.



Freshwater Consultations under Section 7
USFV/S will have the lead on all section 7 consultations on activities in freshwater,
except dams. All consultations will address both the listed species and designated critical
habitat.

Estuarine and Marine Consultations under Section 7
NMFS will have the lead on all section 7 consultations on activities within estuaries and
marine waters. Al1 consultations will address both the listed species and designated
critical habitat.

Dams
NMFS will have the lead for ESA activities and actions to address dams. For FERC
dams this could involve section 7 consultations and/or section 10 habitat conservation
plans. For non-FERC dams this could include encouraging section 10 habitat
conservation plans, for which NMFS would be the lead as well as pursuing any section 9
violations. It is acknowledged that USFWS will maintain its section 18 authority under
the Federal Power Act. In addition, it is acknowledged that USFWS (Gulf of Maine
Program and Maine Fisheries Resources Office) will continue to work toward enhancing
fish passage at non-FERC dams through non-regulatory mechanisms. Both of these
USFWS programs will coordinate their activities with NMFS.

Conservation Hatcher)¡ Prosram
The USFWS will maintain responsibility for maintenance and operation of the
conservation hatchery program. This includes responsibility for broodstock management,
production, and stocking. In addition, the USFWS will continue to provide genetic
expertise on other issues including screening of aquaculture fish and validation of genetic
marking schemes.

Assessment
NMFS will continue to conduct scientific assessment activities in the estuary and marine
environment. It is anticipated that the Maine Department of Marine Resources Bureau of
Sea Run Fisheries and Habitat will continue to conduct scientific assessment activities in
freshwater. The usFV/S will continue, through its various programs, to support
monitoring and evaluation.

lntemational Science and Management
NMFS will be responsible for participating in international efforts to coordinate science
and conduct stock assessment activities as well as participating in intemational
management activities. The USFWS will continue to participate and support the United
States delegation to NASCO.



Cooperation

Frequent communication is essential to ensure efficient and effective ESA
implementation and to achieve a single Federal position when necessary. The agencies
will coordinate as needed at all levels. The NOAA NER ARA for Protected Resources,
NOAA NER Endangered Species coordinator, the USFWS Region 5 ARD for
Ecological Services, USFV/S Region 5 ARD for Fisheries and USFV/S Maine Field
Office Supervisor will meet at least quarterly, and the NOAA RA and USFV/S RD will
meet at least once ayeaî. Other meetings may be scheduled as needed, in particular to
resolve any issues being elevated.

To ensure smooth coordination, if comments are being sought from the other agency, it is
imperative that the proposed approaches and draft written documents be providid eârly.
This will help minimize substantive comments at the final review stage.

Joint Actions

The Services will develop worþlans setting deadlines and responsibilities for joint
actions on a case-by-case basis. 

.When 
apart of a joint action is assigned to one agency,

the agency will follow the "Joint Actions with Lead Assigned" procedures below.

Joint Actions with Lead Assigned

The lead agency in this context serves as an administrative lead and will prepare all
necessary documents and prepare and maintain the administrative record. The lead
agency will fully coordinate with the non-lead agency to develop approaches and
strategies to ensure that the concerns of the non-lead agency are taken into account prior
to drafting or finalizing. The lead agency will share the proposed approach with the non-
lead agency and obtain concurrence before proceeding further with the action. The lead
agency and non-lead agency will establish an estimated timeline for the action identifying
points at which coordination, review, and comment will take place. The lead agency will
keep the non-lead agency apprised of any changes to the estimated timeline u, *on u,
possible upon realizing a change is necessary.

The non-lead agency will provide timely and substantive comments and concems and
will be available to resolve and finalize strategies as necessary.

Each agency will coordinate review by their Solicitor's Offrce and encourage their
attorneys to coordinate and attempt to resolve differences.

Actions with Single Agency Responsibility

The responsible agency has responsibility for all aspects of the action and is the sole
signatory. The agencies will share information on actions for which they are responsible
as part of normal coordination and communication processes to ensure each agency has
knowledge of actions taking place and to foster consistency.



At times there may be actions that fall under the purview of one agency but that may
have overarching implications to the overall management of the Atlantic salmon
program. At this time, we have only identified jeopardy biological opinions as falling
into this category. In such cases it is incumbent on the lead agency to communicate the
proposed approach early to ensure consistency and provide sufficient time to resolve any
outstanding concems. Jeopardy biological opinions should be provided to the non-lead
agency at least 10 days prior to issuance. Concurrence is not required but this will ensure
both agencies understand the determination and can effectively communicate asingle
message to affected parties and individuals. Either ageîcy can propose additional actions
to be considered controversial and having overarching management implications. Both
agencies must agree, however, before the above coordination procedures are applied to
any action other than jeopardy opinions.

Delegation to the State

If either agency is considering delegating authority to the State of Maine to implement
ESA responsibilities on behalf of the Services, they will consult fully with each other
prior to making such a delegation. The non-lead agency must agree with such delegation
before it is made.

Disagreement Prevention and Resolution

The agencies will make use of tools, as appropriate; to prevent disagreements from
arising and to attempt to resolve disagreements should they arise. Structured decision
making, facilitated meetings, and conflict resolution processes will be considered for
signifi cant issues or disagreements.

Elevation Procedure

If the agencies cannot agree on aî approach or decision, and attempts to resolve the
conflict are not successful, the disagreement will be elevated for review. The levels of
elevation will be from staff level to (1) the NMFS Endangered Species program
Coordinator and the USFV/S Maine Field Office Supervisor, (2) NOAA Assistant
Regional Administrator for Protected Species and the USFWS Assistant Regional
Director for Ecological Services, (3) NOAA Deputy Regional Administratoirusf'WS
Deputy Regional Director, and finally (4) NOAA Regional Administrator/USFWS
Regional Director. The elevation process will begin at the level where the disagreement
emerges' Initially and throughout the process, each agency (or both agencies jointly, if
agreed upon) will prepare a clear and concise description of the issue, respective
positions and their justifications, and remedies and submit it to the level ibove that at
which the disagreement arose. At any step in the elevation process, disputes concerning
biological interpretations may be sent to third parties or other experts in ttre form of a
workshop or informal peer review.



General Conditions

This Statement of Cooperation will become effective upon signature by both agencies.
Nothing in this Statement of Cooperation shall be construed as obligating the signatory
agencies to the expenditure of funds in excess of appropriations or otherwise commit the
signatory agencies to actions for which they lack statutory authority. Nothing in this
statement shall create any cause of action or any substantive or procedural right in any
party not a signatory to this statement. The Region 5 Director of the USFWS and the
Northeast Regional Administrator of NOAA Fisheries Service may cancel this Statement
of Cooperation upon thirty days written notice to the other.

Regional Administrator
NERO, National Marine Fisheries Service

OX" MAR,H IL,2QC1

Marvin Moriarty
Regional Director
Region 5, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Dat Oe 7


